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“Letting go of each painting is an important part of the process,  
showing the impermanence of everything,  

how everything is connected and  
how everything that comes before informs the now…” 

About
Hello, I’m Kamala Kay Brown, an intuitive artist, sonic crystal therapist, meditation 
coach, energy practitioner and yoga teacher.  Welcome to moments captured in the 
sacred space of the Forestside Healing Lodge in Wiltshire, England.  

My offerings span alchemy sound, spoken word, movement and here in this collection, 
visual transmissions.  I see all of them as centred soul moments. 

The lodge where I receive and create the images, is home to eleven alchemy crystal 
singing bowls and is supported by a crystal grid in the earth. It rests next to a natural 
stream, a Grandmother Willow tree, three Red Cedar’s and a Bamboo tree all holding 
the magical space of creation. 

The painting process begins with setting intentions, and moving into an inner empty 
space inviting the visual transmissions to be born. I offer a sound transmission to the 
ceremony and then move to paint.  The images only exist for a few minutes before being 
ceremonially destroyed. They seem to name themselves and offer words to accompany 
them although quite a few choose to remain silent. 

The only evidence of the alchemical process of sound, intention, paint & meditation is a 
photograph. The Awakening Collection captures 27 of these moments. 
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there you are resting behind the observer 
reminding me  

that I am of the earth  
the stars  

a wave on the shore of the expanding universe  
a centred soul moment…  
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Information & Prices  

Image Size: 8 x 8 Inches (203. x 203.2 mm) includes a  50mm boarder.  

A mount is not required, although if you choose to mount them you will need a 
standard 6x6 inch mount for a 8x8inch photo frame.  

Original Medium: Acrylic  

Paper Type and Weight: Hahnemühle Bamboo 290gsm  

Printer Method: Giclée  

Price per print: £22.  

Postage: Images are packaged flat and sent by Recorded Delivery at a cost of £4 in 
the UK, + £9 to Europe or World Wide 
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1. held 

heat beating 
being breathed 

gravity holding me in place  
earth comes up to meet my body 

none of these I do, yet everything is done. 
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2. I became bolder   

I became bolder 
when I stepped out of my comfort zone. 

I became bolder 
when I put down the knifes that I use for words. 

I became bolder  
when I spoke up for myself with integrity.  

I became bolder 
when I realised my wounds are in fact gifts. 

I became bolder 
when I looked around and saw that I am safe. 

I became bolder when I knew 
that I am enough. 
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3. flow and play 

find her below the surface of the rippling mind  
watching with compassion.  

to her, right or wrong are just concepts  
so she dances to music  

the mind can’t hear. 
her hand reaches out to you 

come flow and play  
she sings. 
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4. feet on the earth  

toes 
 wriggling 

mud  
giggling  

I remember  
I am of the earth. 
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5. grief 

at the end  
of the in and out breath  

there is a pause. 
within it  

a clue  
of what transformation  

feels like. 
here death turns into life  
and life turns into death. 

grieve not dear soul  
for there is 
unspoken  
wisdom.  
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6. dream weaver  

blinking in and out of  
existence 

the dream weaver holds my hand.  
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7. awakening  

I awaken to unnoticed parts within me 
to inner tides 

to outer cycles sitting within cycles 
I awaken to the ability to deeply sense,  

feel, hear, to see beyond  
the limits of what has been taught 

I awaken to the noticing of being breathed.  
the stillness that contains the breath 

to the peace of my beating heart  
I awaken to ever flowing moments,  

whispering that I am held  
and safe. 
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8. I told you 

I told you  
my deepest fear 

and it melted. 
I told you my troubles  

and you listened. 
I told you of my dreams  
and you nurtured them. 

I showed you my battle scarred heart  
and you showed me yours.  

I reached out my hand 
and you held it.  
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9. earth mother  

open to flow 
strength in the softness of my heart  

the mother that lives within me  
never can this bond break 

I am your child forever
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10. the smallest parts of me
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11. prayers of the soul  

whispers echoing  
in the depths of my being  

offering  
prayers of the soul. 
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12. knowing  

wax, wane 
rise, fall 

breath in, breath out  
eyes open, eyes closed  

awake, asleep 
inner tides 
outer tides 

seasons, water, rainfall, tears  
planets, stars, moons, galaxies,  

universes, dimensions 
your rhythm within the great rhythm  

cycles upon cycles,  
cycles within cycles,  

move left, right back forth, in out,  
always within,  

always part of the great cycle. 
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13. gemma  
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14. moon embrace  

I watch you wane and wax 
you watch me wax and wane 
we are one...moon embrace 
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15. compassion to self  

I long to hold you 
search the world for your warm embrace 

I turn inwards 
there you are...compassion to self
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16. grounding and noticing  

through the soles of my feet 
my breath meets yours 

you inhale 
 as I exhale 

we slow dance 
grounding and noticing  
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17. spirit walker  

movement without taking a step 
seeing with eyes closed 

hearing not from the ears  
feeling beyond the edges of the skin  

talking without spoken word 
come walk with me...
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18. notice the shadow 

I see you 
waiting to be noticed 

I take your outstretched hand 
let’s journey together.
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19. seeing  

eyes closed 
I notice you  

observing the screen 
where images dance. 

I press pause 
and lead you behind the illusion. 

you take a deep breath,  
exhale  

then soften.
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20. listening heart 

the touch of your words 
taste of your voice, 

the colours of your aroma  
sound of your gaze... 
...go on...I’m listening 
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21. soul of the earth 
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22. sunday morning stretch  

Uncurling  
unwinding 

unstuck 
a  

Sunday  
morning 
 stretch.. 
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23. I dared 

I dared  
to look at my wounds and heal 

to close my ears  
and instead listen to my heart. 

I dared 
to question old beliefs  

not knowing where it would lead. 
I dared 

to walk away from the crowd  
and find my own path 

I dared.
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24. the wisest part of you  

dare to rest  
in the wisdom of your heart… 

the wisest part of you.  
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25. words and sounds  

through the portal  
of my ears 

to the universe within 
swirling, dancing 

igniting 
imprinting  

cells vibrating 
words and sounds  
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26. dreaming in colour 

beyond the tiny polarity 
of the thinking mind 

there is a space. 
here thoughts are like raindrops  

destined to trickle away into the earth.  
In that space  

colours merge, 
movement is fluid  

an inner kind curiosity. 
I open my eyes  
see the world  

afresh  
it is possible  

to dream awake in colour.
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27. I see what I see 

eyes drawn to  
patterns,  
colours 
shapes 

like the Rorschach ink test that is life  
you see  

what you see and 
I see  

what I see. 
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Like a raindrop 
finding it’s way back to the ocean,  

my path is crooked 
it is the straightest route 
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